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MARKETING
BY CAROL MILANO

Photos: The efficient solar panels of the Prout Funeral Home in Verona, N.J.,
are on prominent display. (Photos courtesy of Robert Prout)
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Sunlight
& Savings
the benefits of solar power

contractor (Absolutely
Energized Solar, of
Millstone, N.J.). New
Jersey, with its aggressive
clean energy program,
already has around 4,000
solar installations at residences,
factories and businesses. In the United
States, only California has more.
Georgia’s major electrical source is
coal-fired plants. Without strong state
alternative energy programs, Enfinger
checked federal opportunities. Finally,
in 2009, “Incentives like tax credits
convinced my family after I’d talked
about it for many years,” she said.
With the go-ahead, Enfinger sought
quotes for different types of panels,
discovering that many are made in
Germany, a solar energy powerhouse.
Despite preferring American-made
products, Enfinger picked an established German brand she’d heard of
from people who had used it. Her 28
solar panels started operating in
September 2009, installed by Soenso
Energy of Marietta, Ga. “I knew their
reputation, know others who’ve
worked with them and our remodeller
recommended them,” Enfinger said.
Williford’s still involved in solar
planning. “What we thought would be
simple, isn’t. We learned we’d have to
cut down a large tree on the property
for solar panels to work. The town

When Prout Funeral Home in Verona, N.J., installed 114 solar panels in early 2005, “lots
of my friends thought we were losing it – fuel oil was $25 or $30 a barrel, then,” recalled
owner Bob Prout. No one’s laughing now: Prout saw the future of alternative energy half
a decade ago.

S

everal funeral homes throughout the country are looking at
solar panels as a source of both
power and potential savings.
This article highlights the efforts of
three funeral homes in various
locations that decided to go solar.

Motivation
Prout first considered solar energy
years ago but found it wasn’t economically feasible. In 2004, a local
newspaper article about New Jersey’s
Clean Energy Program caught his eye.
“It was just getting started here.” he
said. “When I looked into clean energy
again, it made sense, logistically and
economically.”
Interested in environmental issues
since eighth grade biology class, Rita
Enfinger, co-owner of White Columns
Funeral Chapel in Mableton, Ga., was
intrigued when a neighbor showed her
his new home’s solar panels. “I knew
about them in theory, and saw more
about the specifics. Because of who we
are in the community, I knew solar
panels would say, ‘Hey, you might think
about doing this.’ I want to educate the
American Funeral Director • April 2010

next generation, too,” said Enfinger,
who grew up in the family business her
parents started.
Since purchasing (and renaming)
Williford Funeral Home in Fuquay
Varina, N.C., in 2007, Tommy
Williford has sought to make the
10,000-square-foot building energy
efficient, especially with its high
energy-related costs. He reinsulated
and weatherized the building and
purchased “smart cars” for funeral
home errands to save fuel whenever
heavy vans aren’t needed. Solar power
is a logical possibility.
Do you have to be “green” to see
solar power’s appeal? Not at all. “Most
people now realize that the era of cheap
energy is behind us,” observed Brad
Collins, director of the American Solar
Energy Society. “When new energy
laws pass, it’s going to be more
expensive. Alternative sources will look
much better.”

Preliminary Steps
Adding solar power to your funeral
home can be smooth and simple.
Prout’s main decision was choosing a
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objected to a tree teardown,” he said.
“One of our first concerns is (the) solar
panels’ appearance on our building –
they’ll be very visible to anyone who
drives by, so they’re a political
statement. We discovered we’d need a
whole new roof; ours is very old, with
many shingles needing replacement.”
Most solar panel installers in
Williford’s suburban Raleigh area do
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residential work and aren’t commercially licensed. “They think they can
charge a business more. Prices go up as
soon as I mention we’re a funeral
home,” he said.

Going Solar
Prout’s 2005 installation of 114
panels cost $145,000. His business
received an $82,000 rebate and

$20,000 corporate tax credit.
Maintenance costs are nonexistent
because any rain washes the panels
clean.
White Columns’s costs were
$48,000. Simple installation took a
few days. Ultimately, grants and tax
credits should cover about one-third.
A computer monitors energy
production on a sunny day, and
calculates how much carbon dioxide
was saved each day since installation.
Greystone Power, the firm’s small
local utility, didn’t know how to
meter energy from solar panels.
“They’re still trying to credit me
back for the energy we’ve produced
in the last few months. They’ve never
done it before – I’m blazing a trail
for the local utility,” Enfinger said.
Would solar panels fit your budget?
A good way to check is with ASES’s
solar calculator at www.findsolar.com.
The site checks your specific location
and estimates out-of-pocket costs for
acquiring solar energy. It links to the
comprehensive Database of State
Incentives for Renewables and
Efficiency at www.dsireusa.org. “No
matter what the calculator says,
someone needs to visit your site to
estimate,” Collins cautioned. Any
installation must be customized to
your particular building, property
orientation, shade, attic vents, roof
protrusions, etc. Most regulations are
local, so you’ll need precise information from a local contractor. Be
sure any that you contact are certified,
insured and bonded. FindSolar.com
also provides geographic lists of
qualified solar contractors.
For early adapters in a particular
location, it will take longer to get all
the pieces in place, Collins noted. In
any local market, solar energy’s
popularity affects costs significantly.
More installers mean more competition and better prices. The good
news: “Since 2008, the price of solar
panels has dropped over 30 percent!
More people can afford them now,”
Collins said.

The Incentives
What ASES calls “solar activist
36
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states,” including Pennsylvania, Texas,
Colorado and Nevada, offer the highest
incentives.
With most of Prout’s electricity (17.4
kilowatts per hour) coming from the
sun, his business is not affected by local
utility rate increases: the funeral home
is about 95 percent off their grid. As
soon as he recognized the advantages
of the solar panels, Prout quickly
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applied for another New Jersey grant.
The funeral home’s solar fence, costing
about $60,000, received a 48 percent
rebate. New Jersey’s rebate money is a
set pool, Prout noted, and shrinks as
more people apply.
“(We discovered) lots of government
hoops to get reimbursed for solar
power, for one-third of our costs. It
hasn’t happened yet. Our grant would

be federal,” Enfinger said. “We’ll apply
to the state for credit. I’m not sure we’ll
get that – it goes to whoever gets the
paperwork in soonest.” Gradually,
everything’s getting straightened out.
White Columns’ accountant is handling
credit and grant applications, and
Soenso Energy has offered to help with
applications for new grants.
“Everyone’s trying to learn how to take
advantage of any incentive coming
down the pike. I would have done solar
panels anyway, but it’s easier to
convince others with the tax credits
related to the ‘green’ part of the
(federal) stimulus package,” she added.
Aside from energy, solar power can
generate revenue in solar activist states.
Once a year, Prout reads the devices
that track all the energy hours his
panels produced. After reporting it to
the state, the funeral home can then sell
its excess power to any buyer.
“(I) didn’t buy enough panels to
produce more than I need because our
local power company doesn’t buy back
unused solar energy,” Enfinger said.
“Since I wouldn’t earn anything for the
excess, we’re taking it one step at a
time, producing one-third of our
current power. I could have made the
case for more panels if our electric
company would pay us for the extra.
When it does, I’ll add more panels.”
North Carolina offers fewer incentives than solar activist states. “It’s easy
to get panels installed, but so much
more goes into it,” Williford said. “Our
local energy provider is not cooperative, because they’ll be losing business.
It’s hard to deal with getting tied into
the power grid. Long-term, over eight
to 10 years, solar panels make
economic sense. Using solar panels here
has some tax benefits but no
reimbursement for initial cost.”
Federal tax credits for a business
installing solar panels are unlimited,
coming right off your business tax,
Collins explained. Many states offer
sales tax exemptions, or property tax
credits. In locations with net metering
laws, you become your own utility. The
extra power you generate goes back
into the grid, and you’re paid for that
excess energy. “Training may be needed
American Funeral Director • April 2010
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for local utility personnel,” Collins
noted. “It’s a big advantage to have an
installer familiar with solar panels, who
can hopefully mitigate delays.”

Return on Investment
NJCEP gave Prout Funeral Home a
rebate for the initial solar installation, and a 30 percent tax credit for
the firm’s expenditures on it. For
every kilowatt hour of solar it
produces, it gets one Solar
Renewable Energy Credit. The
funeral home sold 2008’s credits for
$6,000, and 2009’s for $16,400.
“(Solar panels) not only reduced
my monthly overhead, it’s contained
my investment going forward,” Prout
said. “On a bright, sunny day, we
bank credits all day while producing
all needed on-site power. Nighttime
power comes from the daytime
energy production. Our electric bill is
way down, sometimes by $500
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dollars a month. Our summer electric
bill used to be $1,600 to $1,800 for
air conditioning.”
Enfinger expects her electric
company to eventually resolve their
meter issues and refund what White
Columns has been charged since
installing its solar panels. “I’m
educating them,” she said. “It will
take some years to recoup our
investment.”
“People look at solar panels and
think they’ll take years to pay off. But
today, if you put solar on your
building, it’s more than energy – your
funeral home’s value is up by, say,
$30,000. Solar adds to property value,
like a new heating/ventilation system,”
Collins said. “Solar’s big secret is that
the fuel is free. You know what it will
cost today, or 25 years from now. No
one bets that your power costs are
going to get cheaper. Businesses tend
to look at solar as an investment –
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they know their future costs, and what
will be free.”

Marketing and Community
Relations
White Columns hasn’t yet had any
direct response from clients or
members of the community. “The
panels are on the back side of the
building, which faces south. I wish
they were on the front, where they’d
be more visible. I take people to see
them because I’m proud of them,”
said Enfinger, who was invited to talk
about the solar panels on an Atlanta
business radio show. She expects to
do more marketing.
Williford decided to postpone
installation until after the winter of
2010. “It depends on getting town
approval. In this region, solar panels
aren’t just an economic or sustainability consideration – they raise
cultural issues, too. Once you start to
chip away at lifestyle, people sense
that changes are coming,” he said.
“Our town’s population is older. An
influx from Massachusetts and New
York is bringing new perspectives.
These are real-world interaction
issues – not just ‘better for the
planet.’ We can’t stay open if we
don’t relate to the local community.”
Prout’s funeral home has set up a
small educational display on sustainability and solar power. “Every time we
have visitors, someone comes in and
mentions our solar panels,” he said.
Scout groups and middle school classes
come for 45-minute Earth Day tours.
Though funerals are never mentioned
during tours, Prout considers the public
relations valuable.
“Most every town has a finelooking funeral home with a good
reputation. What sets you apart?
Going green may distinguish you
from other funeral homes,” suggested
Prout, who highlights the solar
panels on the funeral home’s Web
site. “Whether you agree with global
warming or not, aging baby boomers
are environmentally sensitive. We
believe solar is inherently a plus for
us – financially, socially and for
marketing.” •
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